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PREFACE

This short course was developed for use by Commnity_Resource
Development Extension personnel in Idaho and throughout-the sparsely _

populated areas of the Great Plains and Western states. It is designed
to help community:leaders improve their understanding_of the special
economic problems of small commnicies, including explanations of
Why problems exist and discussions of alternative ways of minimizing
or countering such problems;

Extension_ personnel using this short course should familiarize
themselves with two related research publications: .

1: "Small Towns in a Rural Ala:: A Study of the Problems of
Small Towns in Idnho," by Hamilton; Peter:on, and Reid.

"Economic Growth and DecliP: of Idaho ToWnS: An Application
: of Central Place Theory," by Peterson.

Both of these publications are available through the Agricultural EcOnemicS
Department of the. University of Idaho;

The course should be useful to such local leaders as city andcounty
coMlisaioners, mayors; city managers, planners; Chamber of Commerce officials,
indUstrial development commissioners and other community decision makers;
The course can be conducted in several different ways, from complete self
study to complete classroom-type presentation.

If individual focal leaders wish to use_the course as a self-study
tool, someone familiar with the research work mentioned above should
discuss the general nature of this.work_with them before they begin. In
most cases, it is probably more desirable for a person familiar with the
research to present at least part of the course to participants in a class-
room-situation; In such situations an Extension educator can present
the entire course'in three to five hours;

Regardless_of how the course is presented, the Extension educator
shOulci faMiliarite himself_ with local data and situations relating to the
infomation.presented in the course, Participants should be given copies
of the full text for the course to facilitate direct local utilization and
application of the.taterial.

The research which is summarized in this report was_supported by the
Federal Extension Service, USDA, through a joint research-extension grant.
The research; while technically not a part_of Western Regional Project W118,
Economic and Social Significance of Human Migration for the Western Region,
nevertheless benefited greatly from Idaho's association with that regional
research effort:-



StThIMARY

Recent years haVe been hardon small towns in most parts of the
-country. The changes which these towns have undergone have been
painful irrespective of whether they have involved growth or decline.

Changing technologies_ have been central to the problems of many
rural small towns. The techniques for provision of goods and services
to community residents have changed over the years; This technological
change; since it was in response to economic pressures in urban Afilerica,
often'fits poorly im.rural small towns; The high volume supermarket,
the discount department store, the concept of medical group practica,.
and the school with diverse curricular offeringstfit well into an urban
setting but are infeasible in most stall towns. rSot,the small:town resi-
dent who chooses to hang on does so by endUringsome inconvenience,
some dbia without, and some financial hardship motivated partly
by a lack of_ether -opportunities and partly by a dedication to the small-
town_lifestyle.

There are other ways that technology has affected small towns. Trans-
portation improvements have allowed residents of a small-town based com-
munity to have better access to the goods and services of nearby larger
towns. Some would'mainta1n that this breakdown in commercial loyalty
to the local community has also led to a breakdoWn in the local social
communityand thus to a community decline in spirit.

Technology has also changed in the hinterI d; Agriculture,_forestry
and mining have all adopted labor- saving practises. The eIiminatien of
lobs in the countryside has reduced the role of some small towns in line
with the reduced population to be served.

The factors, however,_are not all negative. Selected small rural
towns are thriving_ _Growth may be based on recreation_- expansion, on
agritUltdial groWth_in newly opened areas, on potential for mineral ex-
ploitation,_ or simply on proximity to growing urban areas.

Two major points are made in_this paper--(1) that costs of providing
services can be related to population ch ges, and (2) that local access
to comffercial goods and services is also losely related to population; The
evidence on public services seems to suppo the contention that small
communities suffer from significant diseconomies of small size, and that
population decline imposes an additional burden of increased cost on
those people who remain.

For commercial goods_ and services,. this study has examined the
hierarchial sequence by which some goods are available even in_the smallest
towns, while other goods_or services require the support of a larger
population. There is quite strong evidence that it now requires a. larger
population to support selected types ofbusinesses than was required a
detade ago._ The consequences of this_shiftJiave been traumatic for the
many :Small towns that have stable or declining populations.



The existence of these problems makes it very important that both
the public and private sectors of small towns are operated as efficiently
as possible. For the public sector; efficient, operation requires aware-
ness_of the public services wanted and needed in a conununity and the
provision of_these service at least cost (including both economic,and
Social costs). For the private sector, efficient operation requires good
information about business opportunities and about existing and potential
business problems in a community Information and methods useful to
community leaders in meeting these requirements of efficient community
operation are presented in this paper.



SMALL-TOWN PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS-
AN OVERVIEW

Small towns arc a landscape feature in_all parts of the United
States. In heavily metropolitan states small towns contain_only a
minor portion of the total popUlace, and are often quietly ignored_
as quaint remnants of an earlier era, or as_quiet bedroom communities
offering an escape from city lire. In the less densely settled regions
of the Great Plains and Intermountain West, A small town may be the
only. town in an area; so it assumes more importance. Small towns
are important to those who live there and to those who depend on them as
sources of community and commercial services.

Perspectives on Problems ofASmall Towns

Because -of the special importance of small towns in many areas
of the United StateSjparticularly the West); research and extension
personnel in_the Agricultural Economics Department at the University
Of Idaho conducted an extensive study (Hamilton; Peterson; and Reid)
of the problems of small towns -and howthe people of these towns can
react to. counter or minimizethese_problems. In_this_project, six Idaho
small towns' were given ini-depth; individual study. _These towns are
fairly typical of many SMall towns in the western_United States. Mo,st

were born as regional transportation centers ix' the days Ofthe stage-
coachand early railroad. Because of their transportation linkage,
they became shipping and supply centers for area ranching, lUtber and
mining industries. Then, primarily for i-chnological reasons, the
importance of.rail centers declined, followed by general declineS,
in employment in the other industries basic to the communities. So
thecommunities are currently in the difficult position of serving as
important trade areas to the relatively few people living in and around
'them, while their economic and population bases wither away, Descriptive
information on_other_Idaho towns and small towns throughout the West
was used _in this_study to evaluate the implications of changing situations
Which affect small towns iii_general. This report contains information
develOped in that_StUdy, and it_includes discussion of ways that small
towns and the reSidentS and businessmen of such towns can react to
changes, in their communities.

Population and Population Changes In and Around Small Towns

Of the 335 counties in the 10 western states (California excluded),
206 or 53 percent had no town with a 1970 population greater than 5;000.
Only 10(percent of the total populatioh of `hose western states liVed
'such ruralNareas; but for some states the proportion of people in such
,areas was well over 20 percent. These rural counties made up 54 percent of

The six communities are Priest River; Cottonwood, Riggins, Shoshone,
Oakley, and Malad.



the total land area of the states considered; and in half of these states
more than 70 percent of the land area wa8 in such rural counties (Table 1).'
Obviously the people of the West have a stake in what happens to small
towns.

So what is happening to small towns?_ Casual observations taken
khile driving through the rural countryside in many areas of -the United
States (including the West) often leave one with the impression that, in
general, small_towns are withering away. "Effipty buildings frequently
dot the main streets of such.towns, apparently attesting to better days.
in the past" (Logsdon, Holland, and Baritell). This "windshield_opinion"
about what is happening to small towns is generally explained by the_theory
that labor-saving technology or resource depletion has decreased employment
opportunities in the basic industries of most rural areas; (farming, forestry,
and mining) resulting in a reduced clientele for local firms serving these
industries and reduced demand for consumer goods and services in the areas

-(Br'nkman).

A troublesome fact confronting proponents of this idea of dying -small
towns, hOwever; is that small-town populations are not,-in general,
clining. Several researchers (Fuguitt;_Logsdon, Holland, and Bari-tell) r

have noted that most gMall_tOwns_in their study areas were actually- growing.
This is the case throughout the Mountain West. AlMost 70_percent Of the
rural counties (counties with no towns of over 5,000 population) in -the
western states (excluding California) recorded population growth- between
1970 and 1973: For only one of the western states (Nevada) did less than.
50 percent of such rural counties experience population growth over this
time period; and in most of these states more than 75 percent of the rural
counties registered population increases (Table 2).

Why_then do samany small rural towns evidence the symptoms of decline
mentioned above? Why do so many small=town_businessmen report depreciating
economic circumstances evidenced by diMinishing:capital values of business
assets and declininghumbers of clientele (Barkley and_Buteau)? And_Why,
as was evidenced in the study leading to this report,_ do so many small=
town residents feel that the diversity and quality of business services
available to them locally are steadily declining? A major part of the
answer lies in the fatt that while most towns are growing, they are growing
atsubstantially leSser rates than the larger communities in their states
or region;

While 69 percent of the rural_ counties in the 10 western states showed
some population growth between 1970 and 1973 only 40 percent of them
experienced growth rates greater than their state- norms; and only 35_Percent
experienced growth rates greater than the regional norm (Table 2). The8e'
facts can be viewed in terms of absolute population detline and relative
population decline. While only about 30 percent of the rural counties
considered had actual or absolute population declines; between 60 and 65
percent of them failed to grow as fast as their states or region; so they
can be thOught_Of as suffering relative population decline. Such relative .
pOpulation decline can implabsolute economic decline.'

This is true primarilyi*cause of technological_changes affecting the
provision of goods and ervi9fe. Such technology makes larger business



Table 1. Measures of Rurality in the Mountain We8t

Percent of
Population
in Rural

Counties a
(1970)

Percent of
Land Area
in Rural

Counties a
(1970)

Washington 4.3 35.9

Oregon 4.8 41.5

Idaho 31.6 78.4

Utah '9.8 70.1

Nevada 13.3 71.3

Arizona 1.8 9.8

NOW Mqico 11.4 44.8

Wyoming Z4.7 42.0

Colorado 11.1 70.2

Montana 34.4 74.8

Aggregate 9.8 54.6

aRural' counties-are herein defined as counties with no town with
population greater than 5;000;

Source: U.S, Bureau of Census, Census of Population: 1970, U.S.,
Government Printing Office; Washington, D.C.



Table 2. 1970-1973 Rural Population Growth in the Mountain West

Percent of

Rural

Counties

with Popula-

tion Increases

,

Pertent_of (State Norms- Percent of (Regional Norm

Percent) RuralRural was 7.4 percent)

Countiesa
i

. Counties"

with Popula- with Popula-

tion Growth tion Growth

Greater Than Greater Than

Stalte Norms Regional Norm

Washington 93 93 (0.6) 29

Oregon 75 1 (6.4)' 1
...-

Idaho 78 41 (7.9) 38

. Utah 74 47 (9.2) 54

Nevada 46 38 (12:1) 38

Arizona 100 ,100 (16.1) 100

New Mexico 93 36 (8.9)/ 36

Wyoming 85 31 (6.3) 31

)

COlarado 60 '31 (10.4) 38

MOntana 56 42. (3.8) 30

Aggregate 69 40 f 35

a
Rural counties are herein defined as counties with no town with population greater than 5,000.

Source:_ U.S. Bureau of Census Current Population Reports; Series P-26, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C.



indre efficient:than smaller business firms which means businesseS Can

typically sell heir goods for less and make higher profits if they locai
in areas of higrier population concentration; This trend is amplified a
hotter roads and better cars 'nuke it easier and less expensive far customers
to travel to more distant areas to shep.2 So; even though a town is_greWing;
if it is not growing rapidly - enough to offset the competitive_expansion_
pressures felt by husiness firms; the town can be faced with_deelihin JOCal

availability of goods and services; Empty; dilapidating'1-iiiildingS may begin

to haunt Main Street. Local businessmen may begin to face declining number,
of clientele_and_decreasing capital values of business assets. A growing
tdwn May Toek and Feel like a dying -toWn. In some way!=,i a growing town may

be a dying town.

Siruil 1 "!'own Att tucle thP P es icion_ts

Community leaders-cannot and should not he expected to make deciSioliS
which affect the well-being of community residents without an in-depth
understanding of the problems, goals and attitudes of these residents. CC,.-

tainly in-residence, personal contact with _a community is necessary for
such understanding._ However, the people_Of small rural towns seem to have
some common ideas about the strengths and problems of their COmMutiities.
Some _of these are evidenced in_ the results of d_survey administered to
residents of the six_small_Idaho towns mentioned earlier concerning their
perceptions and. opinions of their towns. The residents were asked about
desirable aspects or advantages of their cOMMUnities as well as about weak-
nesses,_probiems,and disadvantages. They were presented with 35 statements
about the strong points and weaknesses of their communities and were asked
to indicate their level of agreement with the statements (Fig. 1).

The residents surveyed were, in general; found to be stable (as opposed
to mbbile) people who had a' high regard for the "rural or small town way of
life". They felt that local leadership was satisfactory and that Public
services in their communities were generally adequate, if a bit "too expensive".
They were concerned, however; that local job opportunities were poor,
especially for young adults, and that consumer services in their connunities
were becoming less available; They vfewed industrial, busineSs,and recreational
development activities as reasonable solutions to these problems.

Rgactions to statements 12_, 22,_ 26Jand 31 (Fig._1) indicate that
respondents are satisfied enough with their communities to continue making
their hoMe.50 there. Responses to statements 8, 27,23,and 31 indicate a
high tegatd for the "rural er small town way of life". Respondents indicated
by their reactions to statements.1, 10, 29, and 34-that they Were reasonably
satisfied With their_leCal governments, including leadership and public
services provided. Reations to statement 23 do indicat'e some concern about
the costs of public services. However, other studies live shown that public
services in small towns are generally more costiv,-on a per capita basis,

2
It should_be noted that the trend is_dimintshed if transportation costs

ihci-ease._ SO the energy .shortage_and resulting increases in fuel prices could
to some Ueoree, counter this trend.

10



than similar services in larger communities. SO; while least-cost public_
services must be a goal of local government,_ relatively high costs of such
services may-lFone of the prices_of the small,town way of life. Responses
to statement 13 relate to the topic of local leadership;_bUt the fact that_
ohly_a.few influential_ people in the communities were_believed to make most
Of the comminity_decisions cannot_be interpreted as disagreement with or
Support of such leadership_ situations. Rather;_it appears to be a simple,
statement of fact as perceived by the respondents.

ON

The primary concern of the residents of the comm ties, as indicated
by their responses', is the availability of job oppor- ities in their towns.

i

General, albeit weak agreement was registered to st- ement 4 that decent
iohs were almost impossible to find in or near th rveyed communities:
Definite andsubstantial disagreement was registered to statement 17 that
opportunities in the communities encourage young people to make their
homes there: Responses to statements 7; 14;and 21 indicate that the avail-
ability of consumer services in general-is felt to be limited and declining
in the study communities; Aggregated responses to statement 3 and 33
indicate generally adequate availability of medical and banking services
in the study communities; In actuality, residents of some` communities _ _

(those which had banks and/or doctors) responded that medical and or banking
services were very adequate while residents of communities without such
services responded that such services were less_thanLadequate. SO the
aggregated results show only general adequacy of such services.

Respondents expressed definite agreement that their communities should_
encourage business and industrial development_ (statement 18). They generally
agree; though with somewhat less vehemence, that development of recreation- ,

related businesses would be advantageous to community growth (statement 11).

Respondents to statements such as 16 and 24 expressed doubt about the
receptiveness of their fellow citizens to changes in the community. Further-
more, in their responses to statement_19, residehts of the study communities
expressed individual uncertainty about one of the likely results of economic
;i-owth--new faces in the community: Yet; as mentioned earlier; respondents
were rather strongly in favor of business and industrial development
(statement 18). These apparent contradictions in the face of uncertainty
about growth and development suggest a need for citizen leadership and
organization within communities; so that surface; and probably minor;
disagreements and misunderstandings can be worked out; and so that residents
of such communities can control their own development; thus minimizing
their uncertainty.

If community residents_feel thatjob and_payroll development is important
to the futurecf the community, some -kind of_development will likely be
sought out. Such a community needs leadership which can guide residents in
analyzing potential development opportunities according to their likely
contributions to the community as_a whole. Some form of formal or informal
community planning must be carried out to insure that a community maintains
control of its own destiny.

Lack of informed, community-oriented citizenry can_lead to job develop-
ment activities which may cost the community more than they contribute.

11'



Figure 1. Attitudes of the Citizens of Six Idaho ammon'ties"

-Strongly
Agree Agree

Strongly

Not Sure Disagree Disagree

1. Local leaders are doing a good job'of running

I 3_
(Interval = 2.52-2.66) 1--I

2. People in are working hard to improve the town.

(Interval = 2.67-2.83)

3. Ade,mate medical care is available in or near

(Interval = Z.60-2.78)

4. Decent are almost impossible find in nr near

(Interval = 2.57-2.75)

5. Recreation and entertainment opportunities are good in

1
(Interval = 3.06 -3.24)

I -I

I- I

3 4 5

6. It is difficult to get people in to agree on anything.

(Interval 3.00-3.16)

People in must get by without adequate shopping areas.

1 3

1 - -1(Interval = 2.62-2.80)

1 -I
5

8. Small town and rural people have a better outlook on lifeI

(Interval = 1.94-2.08)
I I

9. For what one gets--it costs too much to live in

(Interval 3.29 -3.47) I I

10. Public education in is better than average.

1

(Interval - 2.79-2.95)

II. Development of recreation-related business would make grow.

(Interval 2.58-2.74) 1 -- 1

12. I am seeking employment in another area, and plan to move soon.

(Interval = 4.10- 4:24) I-

13. A few influential people make all the coMmunity decisions in

2 5
(Interval - 2.58-2.76)

1

14. ft is difficult to get appliances or cars repaired in

5
(Interval 2.59-2.77) , I -I

15. It is much cheaper to live in small towns than in large cities.

. (Interval 2.42-2.58) I- I

_S

16. local attitudes tend to delay needed change

1 3 4 5

(Interval 2.40-2.56) 1--I

17.. Opportunities in encourage young people to make homes there.

1 3 5

(Interval 3.89-4.03) -1

`The_six_communities are Priest River; Cottonwood, Riggins; Shoshone, Oakley; and nand. The intervals shown are 95 percent confidence intervals
for response means.
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1 iyure I. nitinued)

Strongly
Agree Agree

Is. should encourage new business and industry.

(Interval - 1.95-2.11) 1E I

Strongly
Not Sure Disagree Disagree

19 If a lot of outsiders move 01, will he a worse place to five.

-5(Interval = 3.0(1 -3.I8)

2H. is a healthy, growing community.

1

(Interval 2.93-3.09)

21. I now drive elsewhere to buy things which I once would have bought in

(Interval = 2.60-2.78)

I I

I would have to earn a lot more money before I would move to anotherjewn.

(Interva'; 2.37-2.55) 1- I

4

is getting above average returns for its tax dollar.

1

(Interval = 3.04-3.16)

People in dislike things that threaten the status quo:

(Interval = 2.29-2.43) I- -

25: would he better if it.had concerts, plays, and art shows.

26.

(Interval = 2.82-2,
1

98) I - -I

is too inconvenient to makd It my permanent home.

(Interval = 3.77.3.93)

27. Most people in are willing to help others in time of need.

(Interval = 1.67-1.79)
I

I- I

is a very goal place for raising children.

(Interval = 1.96-2.(10) 1--I

. The police and fire protection in is adequate.

1-_,(Interval = 2.38 -2.54)

30. My present job makes adequate use of my skills,

(Interval = 2.21-2.35)

wining, and education.

I-- I

31. is a pretty boring place fl live.

1 2 3

I - - -I
(Interval . 3.52-3.70)

5

32. I have plans to move from this courmnity in the foreseeable future.

(Interval . 3.88-4.04)
1

33. Adequate credit at reasonable interest is available in

(Interval . 2.49-2.651
_1

I

5

34. schools prepare children well for jobs they are likely to get.

(Interval . 2.80-2.96)

35. I want my children to get jobs and settle in this conamtnity,

(Interval 2.88-3.(14)

I -

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Further, such inadequate leadership and resultant costly development may
cause wide dispersal of resident opinions about the desirability and
directions of future development -a situation which can cripple a community
Socially as Well as economically.

Community Growth and Its Effects /
Population change does affect economic viability and thus the general

standard of living in a community; And small-town residents recognize this
as a problem. But before the leaders and citizens of a small -town can
react responsibly to such problems; they must have some idea of what the
actual effects are Without!some measurable standards of such impacts,
small towns are likely to either overreact or underreact to problems. _

Underreaction can result in failure to solve a problemi causing an attitude
of resignation to undesirable status quo situations._ Such resignation is
evident in many troubled communities which lack the foresight and determina-
tion to work to improve their_ circumstances. OVerreaction can cause over-
development which outstrips -the i.esouicesJnatural, human, or financial) of
a community; Such overdevelopmentis evident in communities Which have
grown "too fast" and "too far" and are facing "big city" problems (pollution,

overextended public services, poor housing).

Growth Affects Business Services

This discussion suggests that there should be a hierarchy of goods and
services. Some hierarchies have been suggested and explained by geographers
and economists (Christaller, Losch, Nourso). Some of the most basic goods
and services would be provided by small towns; Larger towns would provide
Softie higher order goods and services; along with all lower ones; AIsa, over
time, the level of goods and services found 4n a town of given size.should
gradually decrease. The results of the Idaho community questionnaire ihditat
that these circumstances do exist in small towns; Much of the research upon
which this report is based was directed toward estimating this_hierarchy_
relationship between population and goods and services available in -small
towns and toward examining changes of the hierarchy function over time.

The hierarchy of business services for 1974 estimated in the research
is shown in Table 3._ This-hierarchy is a_reasonably precise representation
of the relationship between business- services and population for typical
Idaho towns, and probably for typical small towns.thrOughout the Great
Plains_and_Mountain West. Butit should not be used to predict changes
over time -for particular towns. The relationship indicatedis_too imprecise
to beiJsed as the basis for statements such as "if a town gains 300 people,
then it will be able to support a dentist". There are many actors other
than population which determine whether a given town will support a given
business. Some of these factors include proximity to other towns, types
of industry on which a town is based and established purchasing patterns of
a town.

The hierarchy function of business and population does, however, contain
information which can be quite useful to specific communities._ The ordering
of services in the hierarchy is a fairly good representation of the order in
which a changing town is likely to gain or lose business fitmS. ThuS, given
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Table 3. 1974 Population Hierarchy: of 23 Major
r Business Services for, Idaho Towns

23 Wholesale Groceries 11;497

32 Wholesale Professional and
Service Equipment 9,558

21 Wholesale Beverage 9,558

20 MuSit Store 6,710

19 Recreational Services 5,622

18 Office Supply & Stationery_ 5,622

17 Radio & T.V Store = 3,947

16 Variety Store 3,307

15 Florist 2;771

14 Sporting Goods 2,321

13 Hospital 1,945

12 FarM & Garden Store 1,630'

11 Wholesale Auto PartS 1,365

10 Apparel 1,144

9 Doctor 959

8 Hotel & Motel 803

7 Dentist 673

6 Appliances F Furniture 564
1

5 Garage, Auto, & Implement Repair 472

4 Bank 396

3 Drug Store 332

2 Service Station 278

1 Grocery Store 233

0 None 195
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the service offerings of a particular towni_the hierarchy_ indicates which
additional services are the most likely to disappear if the town declines.
he hierarchy arso draws attention to_ unusual business_ situations in

communities, identifying businesses which are present ii a community even
though the hierarchy relationship says they "should be" absent and
similarly identifying those_which_are absent when they "should be" present.
Many such "errors" are_easily explained. A mining town may never have a
feed store, no matter how large it grows. Still; these are businesses
worth looking at. The business that is present when it "should not be"_
ShoUld_be examined to see what special circumstances or business practices
have allowed it to survive, and to see if it is indanger of folding
Potential businesses that are absent may represent business opportunities;
But special circumstances should be searched out and investigated before
investments in such businesses are encouraged.

Depreciating business districts in many small towns with stable\
populations suggest that the complete hierarchy relatf8nship of business
services and population may be changing over time; This idea is supported
by_the information shown in Fig; 2; The two curves' depicted here represent
the estimated relationships between business services and Idaho_town popu7_
lations in 1964 1974. The fact that the 1974 curve is to the right_of
the,1964 curve in icates that a ziven general_ level of_services required
a larger populat'onbase of support in 1974 than it did in 1964.

Growth'Affects4='ublic Services

PUblic services, as C. scussed in this report, are those services
supplied by governments Ls opposed to those supplied_by private businesses
The_ptimary purpose of governments is to previde public services to their
citizenry. These public services range from the broad perquisites of
defined orderly government to the specific physical outputs of city water
systems.

Changes in populations of small towns impact on local governments; and
thus on public services: These forces are similar to those exerted on
business services; but they seem to be less complicated; The effects of
community population change on public services, unlike the effects of
business services; are not intricately intertwined with marketing technology
and purchasing patterns; Rather they are fairly straightforward and
explainable by the existence of economies of size in governmeflt service
provision;

As population of_a small-community increases, the per capita cost of
local government services tends to decrease. This is true because a larger
community_can spread costs of necessary items_(courthouse, sewer system;
schoOl building) over more public service recipients.

This relationship between public service costs and_population causes
a majorproblem'for small communities. Maintenance of the same.level of
community_ services as are available in larger communities may be so costly
that the tax burden contributes to outmigration and'community decline.
Such outmigration causes community services to be even more costly; Further

AN.
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Fig. 2. Comparative 1964 and 1974 relationships between population and similar levels of business services for Idaho
small towns.
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research -is needed to define efficient methods of public service provisibh,

bUt_tbSUltS of the research associated with this project inCicate that popu-

latirn growth for very small communities tends to decrease per capita public

service costs greatly. For larger communities, growth decreases such costs

very little. .

Implications For Action

Most of the statistical information included in this report has related

particularly to the State of Idaho, since that is where the=backupresearch

was conducted. But. Idaho conditions pertaining to small communities are
quite similar to those in sparsely popUlated'areas, throughout the West;

Two major points have been made in this report. They are that local

access to commercial goods and services and costs of providing public services

to communities, are both closely related to population and to population changes.
In hoth_taSeS, thb evidence indicates that small size works to the disadvantage

of small communities and residents.

Sb what does the future hold, for small towns? We can be confident that
the economic forces which act on small towns in the future will be the sash-6

kind of economic forces *Lichhave acted in the past--the kinds of_ecOhOMit

forces we have attempted to document in this report. Thus if small towns

continue to have outmigration; this will involve costs. If town cbtitinUOS

to be small, it will suffer from diseconomies of small size. If the technology

of providing goods and services continu;is in its present direction, then

small-town businesses will continue to_be hurt. If labbt=SOVing technology
continues in rural areas, then population declines will impact rural towns.
If town and rural populations being served -by a town diminish, then the

range of businesses found in that town will -tend to decrease also. And if

travel continues to become easier, the local xesidents will increasingly
forsake local businesseS in favor of lower co?ts and better selections in

larger towns. The-se facters are not encouraging, but they are real. If

people in small towns wish to support their communities against adverse

impacts, they must first realistically recognize the impacts.

EaSe of travel is an interesting case. Until the last two or three
years, most of us assumed that travel would continue to get easier. The

energy crisis has sown some seeds of doubt: The skyrocketing cost of -fuel-

and even the cost of autos has significantly raised the cost of travel._ The
degree to which this is permanent and the effect this will have on people's

willingness to.travel are open to question; It is, however, an_ihtriguing
thought that this feared energy shortage might be a positive StimuluS for

small town viability:

Almost any small town can be considered a special case-7the product of

a unique set or current circumstances. There are, however, two emerging
kinds of special forces impacting on many western towns that merit close

attention recreation and mineral exploitation. Both of these factors are

related to the chance presence bf unique resource endowments. -ostern

towns have beceMb highly dependent on recreation economies. OutilL 'crea-

tion is certainly on an uptrend as Americans become more affluent )ore
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mobile. _HOw_far this uptrend in recreation use can_be projected_is_far from
certain in these days of a weak national economy -and energy supply fears.
Probably the safest guess is that recreation will, for some timej continue
to be an expanding base on which small-town economies can be built.

Mineral exploitation is causing considerable excitement in some parts
of the West. Of course] historically,, minerals have beQn intimately tied
to the development of many areas of the West. Oil shale, coal,and phosphate
deposits are the-bases of. much current excitement. Small towns in affected
areas will share the impacts of extractive developments. The exact nature
of these impacts is uncertain, but they mill extend beyond theTrimary
resource impacts to affect such diverse elements as water supplies and labor
markets. So the impacts will certainly be far reaching.

Some of the population estimates emerging from the Census Bureau over
the past several years provide food for thought; These document a turnaround
in hIStOrkMigration flow patterns. _While the flow has in the past movedl
from rural to urban_areas, the last few years_havetwitnessed_a reversal.
Although muth_of this movement appears to be_directed into_the_larger rural
towns, there is also evidence of.a_slowdown in_the exodus from smaller
town-. It is not clear whether this reverse-flow migration is a permanent
phenomenon or if it is just a temporary departure from a persistent underlying
pattern. To the extent that the flow is tied to affluence and mebility its
future may be related to the national economy and to fuel availability
problems.

These are just a few of the factors that will determine the futures of
small towns and their residents; Each has a unique group of residents and
potential residents who have a great deal to say about the direction of
their communities. Some of the points raised in this report can help these
people to better understand and plan for their future.

The results_ oftthe local survey can help identify attitudes and special
,.strengths or problem areas of a community.

The community business service-population hierarchy informaticn can
give communities some idea of servicesikely_to_be lost with population
decline or those likely to be added with population groWth. Businesses
which do not exist in a community when the hierarchy indicates -that they
should represent opportunities for local businessmen. Similarly,_ businesses
which do exist in a community. when the hierarchy indicates that-they should
not may be more likely to face economic strain. The estimated movement
over time of the service-population hierarchy indicates how much towns must
grow physically just to stand still economically.

These 'tisiness service-population relationships are important both to
small-town businesses and_small-town citizenry in general; They suggest
economic_ opportunities and trouble spots to businessmen trying to make a living
in a small town. _Aesearch in the State of- Washington (Barkley and Buteau)
indicates that a legitimate- strategy -for adjusting small-town businessmen is
to become bigger and more diversified by picking %lines of goods and
sefvices dropped by other businessmen who retire or leave the community.

1
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The relationship between public service costs and population presented
herein can_help.a community evaluate the desirability of growth or decline
in terms of how such population changes effect the public services of the
community. SMAll-town population growth may lead to lower per capita costs
of specifit public services. But the degree of such growth impacts varies
by community size.

Possibly the most important use:of the small-town information presented
Aft this report is as a set of norms to which communities can compare them-
selves. Recognising that every town faces special circumstances; the informa-
tion reported here is a starting point applicable to most small communities.

How do your community's business services stack up? Are you unnecessarily
losing important trade to that "big town" down the highway?

How do your community's.publiccservices stack up? Are new reSidentS
discouraged by low returns to their tax dollars?

What will your town lose if'you sit tack and watch the population decline?
What will it gain?---

What will your town gain-if that potential industry locates in the
community and brings increased population? What will it lose?

The remainder of this report is designed_to help you, as community
leaders from small towns and rural counties, to evaluate these questions
as the pertain to your communities. Each of the following sections can be
used_as a guide or lesson to assist you in understanding and evaluating par-
titular problems, potentials, and alternapves for your community. The

Sections are:

1. Economic Forces Affecting Small Towns
2. A Guide for Determining and Evaluating Community Wants and Needs
3. A Guide for Evaluating Circumstances and Opportunities in the

Business Sector of Your Community
4. A Look at the Cost of Your Community'S Public ServiceS
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LESSON 1

ECONOMIC FORCES AFFECTING SMALL TOWNS

Both small community businesses and governments often find themselves com-.
petitivelv. disadvantaged relative to larger cities in their are. Small-
town businessmen must be selective in deciding what goods and se
to handle. Many special items cannot be profitably Stocked and sold by
small-town firms with limited clientele.

Small-town consumers,often must travel to larger communities to
purchase goods and services which they need )r want. Many such goodS and
services are simply not /available in their home towns. Mthly other items
are available in small towns, but at higher prices than in larger communities.
So small-town consumers frequently take advantage of low city prices,
especially when they must shop the city for some items which are simply not
available at home.

Public services tend to be more expensive in small communities than in
1prger ones. Maintenance of_the same level of- community services as are
available in larger commurvities may be so costly that the tax bUrden con-
tributes to outmigration 4d community decline. Se outmigration causes
community serkces to be even more costly. TheSesmall-town problems can
all be related either to cost of travel or ecenomieS of size, or both.

Cost of Travel

The cost of travel tends to increase as distances traveled increase
(Fig. 3). _Part of the cost of travel is purely economic--the cost of fuel,
the cost of wear and depreciation on a vehicle; and even the cost of travel
time expressed as lost Wages if the traveler might have been working instead.

Another part of travel cost is_moredifficult to define--the psychic
cost Psychic cost of travel includeS_the diSagreeability of sitting in
a_car for long periods and of "wasting" time traveling which could be
spent in more desirable pursuits (fishing; sleeping, etc.). The conceptual
problem arises that travel_ may be viewed positively by certain peofge in
certain situations; It may be fun to go to town to buy things and_it may
be fun to get there: Shopping may be a valued social affair. Still, in
most cases, the rule of less distance, less cost, is reasonnle.

L Economies of Size

The cost of making goods-and services (including public services)
available fot' onsumption_tends to decrease as quantities supplied increase
(Fig. 4). It osAs something to see that groceries.are on the shelf in a
given grocery tore. There is a cost for the items theAseIves; obtained
from a distant wholesaler center, To thiS must be added the cost of trans-
porting the groceries from the whOlesald Center to -the store. There is also
a cost for maintaining the store building and furniShings, a cost f labor,

1
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Distance of travel

Fig. 3. Relationship between cost of travel and distance traveled.

- Cost
of item

Size of operation

Fig. 4. conomies of size relationship for providing goods and services.
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a cost for advertising,and sufficient profit_ to induce_the grocer to stay
in business. The wholesaler may well_give the_grocer discounts on large
orders. The trucker can deliver a fUll truck load of groceries for less
cost'per unit than a partial load. The manager_can manage a large stork
almost as inexpensively as he can manage a smaller store. A full page
newspaper ad costs the same for a large store as for a smaller one.

So generally; the cost per unit-of an item declines as the number of
units provided increases; i.e.; economies of size exist; The cost of items
may be different; but the principal is essentially the same for a service
station; a medical doctor; a city water system;or any other type of good
or service._ A service station selling 1;000 gallons of gasoline per day
can spread its overhead costs over more gallons than a station that sells
Only SOQ gallons per day--and_the_larger station may even get a quantity
diScount fromhhis supplier and a break_on transportation costs. A doctor
set up to handle only_a few_patients will haveigher costs per patient
if he tries to maintain an income level anywhere near that df_a doctor
with a higher patient load. If a city water system can spread management
and maintenance costs over many_users, and if_it can_operate several Wells
at capacity instead of underutiliting a few, it can likely proVide lower
cost water to its residents.

iA Consumer Choice Example

So; as general rules; greater distance means higher cost of travel;
larger size of operation for a firm means lower costsper item sold. If we
add the assumption that people will shop wheretheir total costs are loWest,
we can explain why people shop where they do.

Suppose we have two businesses; A and b. Let's assume thev are grocery
stores. Firm A_is a large grocer located in a large tgrn, Firm b is a
smaller grocer lbcated in a smaller town._ Fig. 5 is a map of the trade area
served by the smaller grocer_given a particular set of circumstances
pertaining to economies of size for grocery stores and cost of travel; If
cost of travel or economies of size change; this trade area will change.
Either a decrease in cost of ttftvel (Fig. 6) or ah_increase in economies of
size (Fig. 7) can cause the trade area of the smaller grocer_to shrink (Fig; 8
If grocer b's trade area gets so small that he cannot make adequate profit,
he will go out of business, so even those customers who were still trading
with him will have to go elsewhere (grocer A) for groceries.

The economic location theory presented here is greatly simplified from
the_"real world ". But it4does demonstrate why small-town businesses with
high costs lose business to larger firms in larger; distant towns. It also
eXplairiS_how advancing_technoIogy; causing easier travel or more economies
of size in provision of_goods_and services; works to the advantage of large
firmS in large towns and to the disadvantage of small firms in small towns.

More Abbut Economies of Size

We have said that bigger firms (typically in bigger towns) have lower
costs than smaller firms, due toeconomies of size. It is also true that
different types of firms have different economies of size. _Thus -a type of
firm with only moderate economies of size (Firm X in Fig. 9), can compete
more effectively on a smaller scale than a type of firm with more severe
economies of size (Firm Y in Fig. 9).
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Fig. 5: An example trade area map for two firms Of different sizes located in nearby towns:

Distance of
travel

Fig. 6. A decrease in the cost of travel.
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This explains why such_firms as grocery stores and service stations
are generally found in smaller towns than are furniture stores and whOle-
salers. The steeper or more severe the economies of size in providing a
(:)od or service, the more a small number of firms operating out of larger
towns will tend to dominate the market for that item. The variety of
items available within a town increases with the size of the town. Very
basic items are found in even the smallest towns, while the higher order
items are found only in larger cities.

In Summary

Technological changes which make travel easier and less expensive;
and which make larger_firms_more_efficient than small firms; tend to work
to the disadvantage of small businesses in small towns. -Same types of
firms, however, are more susceptible to such pressures than others.
(Tenerally, firms providing more basic goods and services (grocery storesa
service stations) are less affected by these pressures than more specialized
'inns (furniture stores, wholesalers).

While these pressures have very real impacts_over_titne, keep in mind
that changes occur slowly. Local businesses rarely fold up overnight.
This is assured by the economic principle of fixed investment. ("The store
is there; the stock is there; although I wouldn't want to start out in
business now I think I canhang on for some time.") And local people often
give strong support to local business;

As Changes do occur, however, these theoretical considerations suggest
how and why they will occur. _Other lessons explain how the likely changes
for a particular town can be determined and what can be done to counter or
adjust to thet.

0
(Large
firm)

b

(Small
firm)

Fig: 8 Shrinkage of a small firm's trade area caused by declining travel cost or increased economies of scale.
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LESSON 2

A GUIDE FOR DETERMINING AND
EVALUATING COMMUNITY WANTS AND NEEDS

You, as community leaders, must have in-depth understanding about the
wants and -needs of the citizens of your communities_before you can make
informed decision's about alternative courses of action for_community govern7
ments and other community groups to follow. Experience and personal contact
with -your communities are two)very important sources of understanding. To
complement this knoWledge from experience and to help you put the wants and
needs of your community in perspective, you may want to conduct a formal
community survey.

In the research upon which this report is based; surveys were conducted
in six rural Idaho communities (under 2;000 population) facing the.common
small-town problems of population decline and accompanying social and economic
strains; The questions asked in these surveys can serve as guidelines in
constructing a survey for your community; Also; the aggregate results of_
these surveys provide a good source of comparison for the results from other
similar surveys.

An Example Questionnaire

An example of the questionnaire used in the six Idaho towns_is included
as an appendix_to this report. You may wish to add other questions which
pertain to particular situations in your town. But; if you wish to compare
the attitudinal results of your questionnaire to the aggregate results of
the Idaho surveys, you should include the 35 statements from questions 1 and
5 of the example questionnaire.

If your community is in the same size range as the ones surveyed for
this study (1000 to 2000 people); you will need to send out 20D to -250
questionnaires randomly to_residents of your community. You should send
questionnaires to_people-throughout the area served by your town; not just
Within the city liMitS. RandOM selection of names and addresses from a phone
book is a good_way_to establish a mailing list. Possibly your county's Coop-
erative EXtenSion Service staff can help you with such a survey.

Comparing Statement Responses

Fig. 10-shows the interval of average aggregate responses to each
questionnaire statement by citizens of Ole six Idaho communities. Also
shown in Fig. 10 are the averages of the responses to each statement for
an example community. If the average responses of citizens in a community
to a statement lies outside the interval for that statement, this indicates_
that the residents in the particular community may feel differently about the
statement than the citizens in the comparison group. Stith aifferences of
opinion Can be evidence of strengths of problems in a community. Community,



ligore 10 Cermiarison ('I Aggregate Attitudes of the Citizens of Six Idaho Communities" with the Attitudes of the Citizens of One Example Community.

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Disagree

1. Local leaders are doing a good job of naming

1 3 5

(Example Community 2.48)
(Comparison Interval 2.52-2.66!

People in are working hard to improve the town.

(Example Community 2.86)
(Comparison Interval 2.67-2.83)

3. Adequate medical care is availahle in or near

3

(Vxample Community 2.13)
(tiMpariSein Interval 2 :60-2:78) I- -I

4. Decent jobs are almost impossihle to find in or near

1

(Liumple Comminity 2.70) .
(Comparison Interval 2.57-2.75)

S. Recreation and entertainment opportunities are good in

(Example- Community 1.36)
(Comparison Interval 3.06-3.24)

o. It is oifficuit to get oeople it to agree on anything.

(II;ample (Immunity 3.03)
(Comparison In :rval 3.00-3.16)

- -I

7. People in must get by without adequate shopping areas.

(Example Community 2.63)
(Comparison Interval 2.62-2.80)

8: Shall town and rural people have a better outlook on life:

(Example Community 2.12)
(Comparison Interval 1.94-2.08)

9. FOr what one gets--it costs too much to live in

(Example_Community_3.50)
1

(Comparison Interval 3.29-3.47)

10. Puhlic education in

(Example Community 3.09)
(Comparison Interval 2.79-2.95)

is hotter than average.

1 7_ 3 ti .°

11 Development of recreation related business would make grow.

1
(Example Community 2.80)
(Comparisen InterVal 2.58 -2.74)

3 Li 5

The six communities are Priest River, Cottonwood, Riggins, Shoshone, Oakley, and Malad, The intervals shown are 95 percent confidence intervals for

response means.
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Figure 10. (continued,

Strongly
Agree Agree

12. I am seeking employment in another area, and plan to move soon.
1

(Example Community 4.12)
{Comparison Interval 4.10-4.24)

Not Sure Disagree

I -I

Strongly
Disagree

13. A few influential people make all the community decisions in
3 5

(Example CamMUhity 2:72)
(Comparison Interval 2.58-2.76) I I

14. It is difficult to get appliances or ...ars repaired in

1 3 li 5

(hxampIe Community_2.67)
(Comparison Interval 2.59-2.-7) I--1

15. It is much cheaper to live in small towns than in large cities.
5

I Exarrl/le_Community 2. 42)
(Comparison Interval 2.42-2.58) I- -I

16. local attitudes tend to delay needed changes in

(Fximple Community 2.43) 1

4

'Conparison Interval 2.40-2.561

17: Opportunities in encourage young people to make homes there.

(Example Community 4.18)- 1
2 4 5

(Comparison Interval 3.89-4:03) I I

18. should encourage new_business and industry.

1 3

(Example Connninity 1.82)
(Comparison Interval 1.95-2.11) I

19 If a lot of outsiders move in; will be a worse place to live.
5

(Example Community 3.47)
(Comparison Interval 3.00-3.18) I - --I

20. is a healthy, growing commality.
1

(Example Community 3.59)
(Comparison Interval 2.93-3.09) I-

21. I now drive elsewhere to buy things which I once would have bought in
5

(Example Community 2.36)
(Comparison Interval 2.60-2.78) I -I

22 I would have to earn a lot more money before I would move to another town.
1 1 3 5

(EkatpIe.COMMUnity_2.49) x

(Conparison Int -'rval 2.37-2.55) I_ _ -I

23. is getting above average returns for its tax dollar.

1 3 5

(Examplo_Wymuniy_ 2.80)
(Comparison Interval 3.04-3.16)
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Figure

74.

10. (iontintRql)

Strongly
ARiee Agree

People in dislike things that threaten the status quo.

Not Sure

5

Disagree

I

Strongly
Disagree

S
1 2

1f)xample Commimity 2.31)
N.

(Comparison Interval 2.29-2.431 1 - - 1

would he better if it had concerts, plays, and art shows.
3

(Example Community 2.90) X

(Comparison Interval 2.82-2.98) i- 1

2h. is too inconvenient to make it my permanent home.
3 li

(Example Community 3.84)
(Comparison Interval 3.77-3.93) 1 - - I

27: Most people in are willing-to help others in time of need.

2 3
(EXarple Comminity 1.84)
(omparison Interval 1.0-1.79)

28. is a very good place for raising children.

1 2
(Example_Coarnmity 2.00) X
(Coumarison Interval 1.80-2.00) (--

29. the police and fire protection in is adequate.

(Example (Carnmity 2.14)
(Comparison Interval 2.38-2.54) I 1

Sp. My present job makes adequate use of my skills; training; and education.

(Example Corrnmity 2.17)
(Comparison Interval 2.21-2.35)

31: is a pretty boring place to live.
5

(Example Cannmity 3.51)
(Comparison Interval 3.52-3:70) 1- -I

32. I have plans to move from this community in the foreseeable future.

(Example Ccatrimity 3.82) X

(Comparison Interval 3.88-4.04) I 1

33. 4.1oluate credit at reasonable interest is available in

1 2

(Example Coritality_2:38)_ X

(Comparison Interval 2.49-2.65) i-

3;. schools prepare children well for jobs they are likely to get.

1 2

X(F.saaple_Comunity_3.02)
(Comparison Interval 2.80-7.961

3S. I want my children to get jobs and settle in thi5 commnity.

(Example CArnalimity 3.15)_
(comparison Interval 2.88-3.04)
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average responses to a stateme* which fall outside the_interval of aggregate
responses for that statement are much more likely to indicate_a special
situation if other related responses point to the same situation.

Thy people of our example community apparently are satisfied enough
with their communit,y to continue making their homes there (statements 12;
22,and 26). Since the average commnity responses to these statements
fell within thecomparison intervals, we can assume that such minimum
satisfaction with one's community is typical.

The residents do believe in the desirability of the small-town way of
life (statements 8; 27; 3Land 32). But the responses suggest that the
example- community residents are perhaps noil as satisfied with their small-
town lifestyle as residents of other similar towns;

Residents are especially concerned with economic and educational
Situations in their town. Responses to statements 10 and 34 indicate un-,
certainty about the quality of local education; Comparison of these responses
to the aggregate response intervals suggest more discontent with the educational
SySteM in the example town than in the comparison group in general.

Resident reactions to statements 7, 17, 20;and'21 suggest that the
example community is facing problems of economic decline. Comparisons
of example communityand aggregate group responses to these_ statements
indicate that the example community's problems maybe, relatively, rather
severe; Such response comparisons for statements 2, 5,and 35 further in-
dicate that local society's general satisfaction and confidence in the
example community is less than typical; This depreciation of social well-
being may relate closely to the perceived economic decline of the community;

The residents of the example community seem to see business and_
industrial development as an.avenue to the alleviation of these problems
(statement 18), and they seem willing to accept the social strains likely
to_accompany such development (statement 19) Such desires for business_
and industrial development are not uncommon but comparison of the example
community and_the comparison group responses for statements 18 and 19 suggest
that_the reSids_ntS of the example community are especially interested in
development.

A strong point for the example community, particularly if it is inter-
ested in development, is that Many of the types of services ordinarily de-
sired by new business firms seem to be adequately_available in the area.
Local leadership and returns on tax dollarsjpUblic services) seem to be
above average in the community (statements 1, 9, 23;and 29)._ Also, two
services very important to new businesses and new familiesbanking and
Medical services--seem to he better than average in the example community
(statements 3 and 33).

In short, the example community discussed here (and it is a real Idaho
ComMUnity) SeemS to be ripe_for economic development. Knowing this, leaders
Of the community must make decisions about the most promising development
alternatiVes.

The residents of your community_may desire development; may be in-
different or may be very hoStile to it. In any case, before you as a
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leader can help them attain their goals, you must know_what these goals are.
An attitude survey such as the one discussed here can be an effective tool
for determining such goals in a systematic manner.

Determining Shopping Patterns

One way for the well-being of the residents of a community to be
increased is by increasing the desired consumer goods and services
provided locally; As more goods and services are provided in a community;
the residents are made better off because their travel expenses for
shopping are decreased. And the community's economy is benefited by keeping
local dollars at home

. Of course, -if a community cannot provide a firm enough business to
yield a reasonable profit, then the business cannot be expected to locate
in the community. _ConsequentlYi_some goods and services are sold only in
large towns._ Further dionsideration is given in Les-Son 3 to the types of
businesses that can exist:in small towns.

But there may be business potentials'in a small town which are not
fulfilled because businessmen are not aware of the potentials. One sort
of information whichpoints out such potentials is data on community shop-
ping patterns. Questions 2 and 7 of the example questionnaire shown in
the appendix were designed to collect such information on shopping patterns.
This information; coupled with the information from the next lesson on the
viability of different types of businesses in different communities, could
be very useful to existing businessmen looking toward expansion or diversi-
fication, or to prospective businessmen wishing to locate in a Community;

SumMarY

The leadership_of a community must_know WhereAa community wants to go
before they can lead. As community residents, leaders generally_have some
feel for such community wants and needs. 'But_ an effective tool_for solidi=
fying such feelings and putting community problems,desires, and potentials
into perspective is a community survey such as the one discussed_in_this
lesson; The questionnaire demonstrated here is meant to be the basis of
individual community questinnnaires. An individual community would undoubtedly
want to add-to the questionnaire (possibly by expanding question 8) to
better consider particular issues with special relevance to a community.



LESSON 3

A GUIDE FOR EVALUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BUSINESS

SECTOR OF YOUR COM4UNITY

More firms and_ more_diversification of:goods and services -are found
in large towns than in small towns. As a town grows, new bUSineSS
opportunities develop in the town and a wider range -of locally provided
goOds and services become available to residents. A hierarchy -of major
buSineSS services based on town size was shown earlier (Table 3). The
same hierarchy-is presented without population figures in Table 4. The-
higher-nuMbered_business_services (wholesalers; music stores, recreation
Services) are_those which are typically found only in large towns. The
lower-numbered services (grocery stores, service stations; drug stores)
are generally found in towns of all sizes, even very small towns.

Business Opportunities in Your COMmunity

This hierarchy can be useful in evaluating business opportunities in
your community; If a_list:of the business. services in your town skip over
some of the services in the hierarchy, the services in the gaps may rep=
resent local opportunities.

For example; if your town; regardless of its population, has firms
providing business services 1 through 13; service 1S;and services 17 and 18
but dOeS not have a sporting goods store or a variety store (se:vices 14
and 16), then these services_ may represent business opportunities for

-

existing or pbtential lotal businessmen. Certainly there is no guarantee
that a sporting goods store_or a variety store would be able to operate
profitably in such a situation. BUt the circumstances do suggest that
consideration of potential markets for such goods is warranted. A shopping
pattern survey similar to the one discussed in the previous lesson would
be very useful in evaluating such circumstances.

Growth and Busine Services in Your Community

Eh& information contained in the hierarchy in Table 4_can also be very
usefUl_to a community which is evaluating the good and_bad aspects of
commmity_growth. One of the good aspects of growth can be the increased
availability of consumer- services. The sort of new goods and services_
which might be made availableih a growing towrican be estimated from the
population-business services hierarchy. As a community grows; it is likely
to move up the hierarchy of goods and SerViceS.

If a community declines or fails to_-growi_it _is likely; over time to
lose business services. And those services likely to be lost first can be
read from the hierarchy.

It is easy to see how community decline can put downward pressure on
the profits of locat businesses. As the population served declines, a firm
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fable 4. 1974 Hierarchy of 23 Major BusineSS Services
for Idaho Tons

23 Wholesale Groceries

22 Wholesale Professional
and Service Equipment

21 Wholesale Beverage

20 Music Store

19 Recreational Services

18 -Office Supply & Stationery

17 Radio & T.V. Store

16 Variety Store

15 Florist

14 Sporting Goods_

13 Hospital

12 Farm & Garden Store

11 Wholesale Auto Parts

10 Apparel

9 Doctor

8 Hotel F Motel

7 Dentist

6 Appliances P Furniture

5 Garage, Autoi& Implement Repair

4 Bank

3 Drug Store

2, Service Station

1 Grocery Store

0 None
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has less busines volume from which to_support itself. There_is further
evidence that a community_ which is holding its own in terms of population
(neither_ growing nor declining) is likely to be declining economically._ ThiS
is_explainable by changes in the technology Of_supplying goods and services
which favor larger firms over smaller firms and by changes in transportation
technology which make travel to larger firms in larger towns easier_and
less expensive. So a town which has a stable population may, over time,
lose some business services.

To avoid this -just to stand still economically--a town must have some
growth in population; The estimated necessary growth for economic stability
for towns of different sizes is shown in Fig. 11. For example; the figure
indicates that a town with a current population of 2;000 must grow by 2.4
percent per year to maintain the same level of locally available goods and
services offer time;

If your town's population is estimated annually, -you can easily cal-
culate its annual growth rate. Ilse an average annual growth rate based
on the last several_years to avoid confusion caused by unusual rates from
any one -year. If the best estimates of your town's population are from the
Official U.S. Census taken every i0 years, you can estimate the annual
growth rate.

SuNose your town had a 2,000 population an 1960. In 1970, suppose it
had -grown to 2,450. Thus, over the 10-year period it has grown by 22.5
pent:

450
2000 2000

.225

This amount of 10-year growth is a compounded annual growth rate Of-about
2.1 percent. This is less than the 2.4 percent -per year estimated "necessary
groWth rate" ShOWn in Fig. 11 for a town of 2,000.

By comparing your town's growth rate with the "necessary rate " -for a
typical town the size of yours,you can see if your_town is likely to gain
or lose business servicesk.over time. This information may be very important
as your town evaluates the desirability of induced growth through industrial
development. If residents of your community are satisfied with the consumer
services available locally (as determined from a questionnaire such as
discussed in Lesson 2); and if your community is already growing fast enough
to maintain these services, then there may not be much reason for industrial
development; On the other hand; if residents of your community are now
driving elsewhere to buy things they once bought at home; and if the growth
rate of your towns less than the necessary rate shown in Fig. 11, then the
new industry may be very important to your community.

Summary

Small -town businesses, for the most part, depend on the residents4of
their communities for their ecoribmic livelihodd. Similarly, small-town
residents depend on local firms to provide many of the goods and services
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necessary for their way of life. The information ill this lesson can assist

businessmen in evaluating_opportunities in small towns. It can assist

community residents and_their leaderS in determining the importance (or lack

of it) of groNth in their cbtmhuhity.

This information does not provide all the answers to either businessmen

Or community lea-del-S. Rather, it supplements their knowledge of local
marketS (in)the case of businessmen) or local social and environmental_
realities relating to growth (in the case of community leaders) to assist
them in making informed decisions affecting the future of their communities.

Annual
growth rate
(per cent)

4.0"

3:8

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0

2:8

2.6

2.4

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.6

t

1,000 2,000 3,000 4;000
Population

Fig. 11. EStimated annual Idaho small town population growth rates necessary to maintain constant levels of
business services.

5;000 6,000 7,000
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LESSON 4

A LOOK AT THE COST OF YOUR
COW LAITY'S PUBLIC SERVICES

Local public services; as considered here; are assumed to include all
functions of local goveluments. Because of efficiencies or economies of _
size, the per capita costs of local public services tend to decrease as the
number of people served increases.

MIS relationship between community size and public service cost -is very
rtant to small communities. For a_small community to maintain the same

c 61 of community services as are available in larger- communities may be
SO costly that the tax burden contributes to outmigration_and community
decline. Such outmigration causes community services to be even more costly.

If your community faces these problems, they can be countered in two
ways Your community government can make every effort to operate as
efficiently as possible. And it can siipport; and even sponsoY, community
growth; Such:growth would make it possible for local government to take
advantage of efficiencies inherent in larger onerations.

_ Fig. 12 shows the per capita cost-size relationship for county_and _ _

stibcounty level_government expenditures (all governments_in.county) in Idaho
in 1967. ?This information, as opposed to specific town information,WaS _

used because for small-town residents manylocal pUblic services are provided
by units of- government other thantow-9s. However, a similar relationship
does exist for just the activities of town governments._ The relationship
depicted in Fig. 12 indicates that public services -can be provided at less
cost per capita in larger communities than in smaller ones.

It is dangerous to compare costs of government in your_county tc the
costs shown here; There are reasons why government activities in a particular
county can be efficient and still have costs greater than indicated here.
For example, a county of a particular population with a large land area will
likely have higher per capita costs of government than a geographically
smaller county with the same population.

__The graph in Fig. 12 describes the economic impact of growth on the
public service sector -of a local economy. :Once a critical_community (county)
size has been attained, per capita government costs are_reduced very little
by further_ growth. This - critical size seems to_be at about 5,000 to -6,000.
Growth up to this size decreases per capita public service_cost drastitally.
But growth beyond this size decreases such costs very little. This govern-
ment cost-population relationship can be very useful in evaluating community
growth.
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Fig: 12: Effect of population on per capita expenditures of county government in Idaho.
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Dear Resident:

Vniversityof Idaho
College of Agriculture
In Cooperation with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Moscow, Idaho 83843

The enclosed material is a questionnaire for the Small Towns
Assistance Project being conducted by the Idaho Cooperative Exten-
sior Service._ I urge you to complete the questionnaire carefully
regardlesS of your place of residence or_contact with the commu-
nitTIFqueStion and return it in the self-addressed envelope.

RWSiliP

EncloSure

Sincerely

11e Lett. t

Richard W. Schermerhorn
Extension Economist and
Principal Investigator
Small Towns Assistance Project

The University of Idaho is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
MME COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

PhOiib-983-0140
Room 3; Courthouse
GrangeviIle, Idaho 83530

Dear Idaho County Resident:

The University of Idaho Department of Agricultural Economics
and the Idaho County Agent's Office (University of Idaho Cooperative
Ektension Service) are cooperating on a study of two (2) Idaho
county COMmunities. Other villages; to and/or communities in
Idaho will also be involved:

The enclosed material which is self explanatory needs your
'mediate attention; I hope you will find time from.your busy
schedule to oauplete and :u the requested information.

You need not sign or identify yourself unless you desire
to do so.

Thanking you in adVance for your excellent cooperation,
remain

EFM:sv

Enclosures

40

Very truly yours;

oLuruL-Z LI4'
Edward F. Mink
Extension Agricultur&. Agent



Dear Resident:

University&Idaho
College of Agriculture
Department of

Agricultural Economics
Richard W. Scherrnerhorn, Head
Moscow, Idaho/83843
Phone (208) 885-6262

The_UniVerSity of_Idaho's Department of Agricultural Economics and
COoperatiVe Extension Service have undertaken a study_of small Idaho towns;
Six communities have been selected as sample communities for the purpose of
attempting to identify characteristics unique to small towns and determine
why these characteristics are unique. We intend to conduct an extensive
survey of local businessmen in these six communities and in addition we need
your help.

Your address was randomly selected to receive the_enclosed_question-
naire. This questionnaire, a vitally important part of the entire_ project,
is designed to give us some indication_of the local consumers' attitudes
concerning a nearbyosmall-town. We ask you to cohScientibuSly_tomplete
this questionnaire at your earliest convenience and return it in the enclosed
self-addressed envelope (no postage required).

AS for instructions, the majorityOf_the answers can be indicated by
Circling an appropriate number. We ask that_you indicate your first im-
pressions and that responses to the few questions requiring a written_state-
ment be as short and to the point as possible. Do not place your-_ signature

on any portion Of_the questionnaire. The number on the return envelope is
not.theretodivulge your identity but rather it exists for_the purposes of
knowing which addresses have returned the questionnaire; If the number still
;prevents you from completing the questionnaire; we suggest you block it out
by any means you choose; but do expect to receive additional letters con-
cerning the status of the questionnaire in your possession.

We thank you for your cooperation in assisting us with this project.
The results of this study will be only as complete and reliable as are the
questionnaires conscientiously completed and returned.

JRH/jde
Enclosure

Sincerely,

Joel R. Hamilton
Assistant Professor
Project Economist
Small Towns Assistance Project

The University of Idaho is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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Cr')
Pic,sp mswtr. we lulluwrng ottestiOnS by placing a,circle around the number

Which your feelings about the following statements. Some

of ihe statements are designed to show your atritudes about Riggins even though

you May Or may not live at that town.

Strongly Not Di Strongly

Agree Agree Sure Agree Disagree

Small Towns Assistance Project Consumer Questionnaire U of I Cooperative Extension Service

a Local leaders are doing a good job

of running Riggins> b. People in Riggins are working

It177 hard to improve the town

c. Adequate medical care is available> in or near Riggins
r 7

r f d Decent jobs are almost impossible to

find in or near Riggins

e. Recreation and entertainment

opportunities are good in Riggins

L It is_difficult to get people in

Higgins to agree on anything

q. People in Riggins must get by

without adequate shopping areas

h Smalkown and rural people have a

better outlook on life

i, For what one gets it costs too

much to live in Riggins

Public education in Riggins

is better than average 1

k. Development of !emotion related busi

nesset would make Riggins grOW 1

I. I am seeking employment in another

area and plan to move soon

mi A few influential people make all

the community decisions in Riggins

n, It is difficult to get appliances or

cars repaired in Riggins

0. It is much cheaper to live in small

towns than in large cities

p. Local attitudes tend to delay needed

changes in Riggins

el: Opportunities in Riggins encourage

young peoPle to make homes there

r, Riggins should encourage

new bUSineSS and industry

s: If.a lOt of outsiders move in Riggins '

will be a worse Place to live

t: Riggins is a healthy, growing

community

u. I now drive elsewhere to buy thihgs

which I once would have bought in

Riggins

2 Compared with live years ago, are a larger or smaller proportion of your.purchasesolthefollowing items

made in Riggins? Ill you moved into the community within the last five years; skip this question.)

Greater % Smaller % If you marked

of purchases of purchases greater or smaller

now made in No now made in please indicate what

Riggins Change Riggins caused the change

Groceries 1 2 3

Clothing, Shoes 1 2 3

1

Furniture 1 2 3

Household appliances 1 2 3

Hardware, Lumber 1 2 3 tar

Dental work 1 2 3

4

Hospital or clinic 1 2 3

Doctor 1 2 3

4 Drugs 1 2 3

Farm Equipment 1 2 3

4 r 5

Automobiles 1 2 3

Auto repair 1 2 3

4 Gas and oil 1 2 3

Banking services 1 2 3

Insurance 1 2 3

Loan services 1 2 3

Recreational equipment 1 2 3

Restaurant meals

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1

v. I would have to earn a lot more money

before I would move to another town 1

3. What is your relationship to the rest of the household?

1. Husband

2: Wife

3. Other (Please Describe:

4. What were the occupations of household members who earned income last year. In addition, please de-

scribe in one short sentence what types of work were involved for each and the location of the employ

ment by giving the nearest town or community name.

Occupation

Husband

Wife

Other a )

b)

Type of Work Location



5, Answer the following by placing a circle around the number which most closely

corresponds to your feelings dftbut the statements.

Strongly

Agree Agree

a. Higgins it getting above

average returns for its tax dollar

b: People in Riggins dislike things

Not

Sure

Dis Strongly

Agree Disagree

that threaten the status quo 1

c. Riggins would be better if it had

concerts, plays and art shows

d. Riggins is too inconvenient to

make it my permanani home

e. Mos; people in Riggins are willing

to help others in time of need 1

f. Riggins is a very good place

for raising children 1

g The police and fire protection in

:Biggins is adequate 1

h. My present job makes adequate use of

my skills; training; and education 1

i, Biggins is a pretty boring

place to live 1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

1. I have plans to move from this coin

munity in the foreseeable future

k. Adequate credit at reasonable its

terest is available in Riggins

1

1

2 3

I. Biggins schools prepare Children

well for jobs Mei are likely to get

m, I want my children to get jobs and

settle in this community 1 5

6. Please indicar6 last years household income by cirtling the appropriate categories.

to
None 1 1 1

Cl) 1 499 2 2 2
'1'41

1,000 1,999 3 3 3

n 2,000 2,999 4 4 4

0 3;000. 3,999 5 5 5

4,000. 4,999 6 6 6

5,000 5,999 7 ,7 7

> 6;000 7,999 8 8 a

.....__ 8,000 9,999 9 9 9

10 000 11999 10 10 10

r 12,000 . 14,999 11 11 11X
wow. 15,000 . 19,999 4 ,., 12 12 12

ri. 20,000 . 29,999 13 13 13

rn 30,000 Or more 14 14 14

Husband's Wife's Other

Earnings Earnings Ititorni

7. For the goods and services listed below, please indicate about what portion of your household purchases
over the past several years were made in Riggins, For things

you often buy in another town, list the most
important town, and ilia portion of your purchases made in that town.

(under

In Riggins

Little or frame Most All Name of town
Nine (10 to) (50 to) (90% or) where you

10%1(50%1 (90%) (more) get thii

In Another Town

Some ..MOSt. All
(10 to) (50 to) (90% or)

150%1 (90%) (more)

Groceries 0 1 2
1 2 3

ClOthing; Shoes 0 1 2 3
1 2 3

Furniture 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Household appliances 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Hardware, Lumber 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Dental work 0 1 2 3
1 2 3

DOCiar 0 1 2
1 2 33

HotOital Or clinic 0 1 2 3
1 2 3

Drugs 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Farm Equipment 0 1 2 3 1 .2 3

Automobiles 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Auto repair 0 1 2 3 2 3

Gas and oil 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Banking services 0 2
1 33

Insurance 0 1 2
1 2 3

Loan service 0 1 2 2 3

Recreational equipment 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

Restaurant mealt 0 1 2 3
1 2 3

_

8. List some changes that would make Riggins a better place to live. Include any new stores or businesses
whith you think the town should have. Also mention any community services which should be Chan*
or improved.

a

b

a.

9. On the following a map of Idaho County.and the surrounding country has been reproduced On this map
place a visible mark indicating the general lotation of your residence.
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The State is truly our campus. We desire to work for

all citizens: of the State striving to provide the best
possible educational and research information and its
application through Cooperative EXtentionin order to_proOide

a high quality food supply, a strong economy for the State and

a quality' of life desired by all;

/L-5EFOn=c-E---%

Auttis. M. Mulliht_
Dean, College of Agriculture
University of Idaho

SERVING THE STATE

Thit it the three- ld charge of the College of Agriculture

at_your state Land- -Grant institution, the University of Idaho. To

Fulfill ..thiS charge; the College extends its faculty and

resources to all parts of the state.-

service The Cooperative 'EXtention Service has active prdlogrartis

in 42 of Idaho's 44 counties. CUrront organization places_MajOr

emphasis on county office_COntatt andmulti-county specialitts to

better serve all the _06001e. These College of AgricultOre faculty

members are supported toopkratively by federal, state and county

funding to work with agriculture; home economic:,,, Youth and

common ty devel opment

Research ... Agricultural Research scientists are located at the

campus in MOSC-OW, at Research and Extension Centers near
Aberdeen, Caldwell; Parma, bandpoint, Tetonia, Twin Falls, and

at the U.S. Sheep Experiment Station, Dubois and the USDA/ARS`

Soil and Water Laboratory at KimberlY. Their work includes

research on every major agpicultural program in Idaho and on

economic and community development activities that apply to the

state at a whole;

Teaching... Centers, of College of Agriculture teaching are the

University classi-oos and laboratories where agriculture students

can earn bachelor of science degrees in any of 20 major fields;

or work for master's and Ph.D degrees in their specialties. And`

beyond these are the variety of workshops and training sessions

developed throughout the state for adults and youth by College

of Agriculture faculty.


